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Discourse XVIII
“Virtuous monks, the physical body composed of the four great elements is impermanent;

every part of it including the spleen, stomach, liver, and gall bladder, the hair, nails, and teeth as
well only proves that all dharmas are empty appearances.

The place were your one thought comes to rest is called the Bodhi Tree; the place were
your one thought cannot come to rest is called the Avidya Tree.    Avidya has no dwelling place;
Avidya has no beginning and no end.    If your successive thoughts cannot come to rest you go up
the Avidya tree; you enter the six paths of existence and the four modes of birth, wear fur on your
body and horns on your head.    If your successive thoughts can come to rest, then this very body
is the pure body.

When not a single thought arises in your mind then you go up the Bodhi tree: you super-
naturally transform yourself in the three realms and change your bodily form at will.    You re-
joice in the Dharma, delight in Samadhi and the radiance of your body shines forth of itself.    At
the thought of garments a thousand lengths of brocade are at hand; at the thought of food a hun-
dred delicacies are before you; further, you never suffer unusual illness.    ‘Bodhi has no dwelling
place, therefore it is not attainable.’

“Followers of the Way, what more is there for the resolute fellow to doubt?    The activity
going on right now-whose is it?    Grasp and use but never name-this is called the ‘mysterious
principle.’    Come to such understanding as this, and there are no dharmas to be disliked.

“A man of old said:
        My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances,
        And this turning, in truth, is most mysterious.
        Recognizing my nature while according with the flow,
        I’ve no more joy nor any sorrow.”

 This great cosmos which we all are living in, there is no cosmos other than this, that’s
why we call it the great cosmos.    And yesterday I spoke about how this great cosmos is what
Rinzai is calling the bodhi tree in the text.    If you can clearly grasped this bodhi tree then it isn’t
necessary anymore for you to make an object of this great cosmos.    And yesterday I spoke over
and over again I think about how if you completely climb the bodhi tree then there is no bodhi
tree.    That you must manifest the wisdom that clearly understands this.    The bodhi tree does not
exist as an object.    The wisdom that clearly understands this is pure wisdom or great wisdom or
prajna paramita.    Really to experience this is not at all difficult, it’s completely simple, and yet
many many years can pass and people who live depending on computers will always be thinking
in term of subject and object and they’ll never be able to have this kind of experience.    I have no
understanding of computers at all.    I’m probably not even qualified to say the word computer.    

All of us including myself must sometimes stand up in the perspective of the I am self.
But we must manifest the wisdom which goes beyond this I am self, which goes beyond any kind
of comparisons.    Zen practice is doing this kind of activity.    Manifesting this kind of wisdom.
The standpoint of transcending subject and object is the standpoint of completely making both
subject and object one’s content.    And we call this kind of activity the activity of zero, or the
perfect, complete activity.    When complete perfect wisdom is being manifest that is when the
activity of zero is also being manifest.

And with this condition of zero is manifest this human world, this world where subject
and object are separate, this world of past present and future, has completely been negated.    So
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you might think that this complete perfect activity is completely irrelevant, has nothing to do, has
no business with the human world.    According to Tathagata Zen when the perfected complete
self splits itself in two, divides itself, then within the bodhi tree, within the great cosmos the
worlds of past present and future appear.    
The activity which we call the zero activity, this activity which completely goes beyond any kind
of comparison, when this condition is manifest then we call this the manifestation of the dhar-
makaya.    And as I just said, when the dharmakaya splits itself in two within the body of the
dharma body appears past, present, and future.      The manifestation of this condition that has
gone beyond any comparison, that is “no comparison,” this dharmakaya is when subject and ob-
ject have become completely unified.    The condition of the dharmakaya is when the function
which brings future into being, and the function which brings past into being have completely
become one.    And that is the condition as I just said of the unification of subject and object.
And as I just said, when the dharmakaya, this condition which is unique, which there is one and
only of, when that condition splits itself in two within the body of the bodhi tree, within the body
of the dharmakaya appear past, present, and future. 

The bodhi tree comes into being, the dharmakaya comes into being through the activity
of zero, through the activity of the dharmakaya, and this activity of the dharmakaya or activity of
zero is made up of two opposing activities, the plus and minus activity, or the tatha-gata and
tatha-agata activities.    And as I always say these two activities of plus and minus sometimes be-
come one, and sometimes they give rise to the worlds of past, present, and future, and this do this
repetitive activity over and over again.    

But before the worlds of past, present, and future ever appear the activities of plus and
minus are working.    They are doing a repetitive activity of sometimes facing one another or op-
posing one another, and sometimes unifying with one another, and this activity is going on com-
pletely without any will, it’s the will-less activity of the dharmakaya.    The totally pure, totally
will-less activity of the dharmakaya is what gives rise to everything, and that is why we call it
the condition of the origin, or source of everything.    When we say original face we mean this
completely will-less activity of the source.

As I always say, during the process of plus and minus doing their will-less activity in
what we call the condition of the source where they become one and oppose one another over
and over again, during this process plus and minus give rise to a new, unique kind of activity
called 情熱 jonetsu in Japanese, passion.    But passion is not really a good translation for it.    By
giving rise to this activity of jonetsu these activities of plus and minus manifest the worlds of
past, present, and future.    During the process, as I said, of plus and minus becoming one and op-
posing one another over and over again they give rise to this unique activity called jonetsu, but
this activity of jonetsu is the unification of an incomplete amount of plus and an incomplete
amount of minus.    

This activity of incomplete plus and incomplete minus    is what we call the present, and
this  present  activity  has  an  equal  amount  of  plus  and minus,  and we also  call  it  the  tatha-
gatagharba.      It’s  like  a  woman’s  uterus.      (OR  BETTER:  “womb.”)      within  this  tatha-
gatagharba is what we call the condition of the present, which has appeared within the dhar-
makaya.    Where then, in this situation, are the activities of plus and minus?    They cannot be
anyplace other than within the tathagatagharba, that tathagatagharba is together with the whole
body of the Tathagata.    There is no past, there is no future, there is no present, there is no tatha-
gatagharba, there is no uterus outside of this great body of the Tathagata.    If you do zazen and
you really contemplate these activities of plus and minus, then you will understand what I’m
talking about.    

A long time ago, two or three thousand years ago, this question of what kind of a world
was it that we come from, and what kind of a world is it that we go to, was taken extremely seri -
ously.    It’s a problem even now.    But now we have science, and through science we do all sorts
of investigations and researches into this question, and the question itself has lost all of its mys-
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tery for us.
Even within Tathagata Zen there are differences on ways of explaining this.    Some peo-

ple say that within the tathagatagharba itself not just present but past, present, and future all three
are there.    But then there’s another sect, there’s another point of view that says only the present
is what is the content of the tathagatagharba, past and future are not within the tathagatagharba.
But one thing that everybody agrees upon is that past, present, and future are all within the body
of the Tathagata.    

The present, which is within the tathagatagharba gets support, gets help from the past and
the future, and through this the worlds of past, present, and future appear.    There are lots of
opinions having to do with this situation.    Some people say that when the tathagatagharba gets
broken through, bursts open, that is when, for the first time, past and future are encountered.
But in this case when past, present, and future have appeared the position of tathagatagharba has
disappeared, and it’s just like it was before, the past, present, and future worlds are within the
dharmakaya.    It’s not actually necessary for me to get into this debate.    It’s more of a debate for
specialists of Tathagata Zen whether it’s only the present which is contained within the tatha-
gatagharba, or whether it’s all three, past,  present, and future which are contained within the
tathagatagharba.

It is within the bodhi tree, within the dharmakaya that past, present, and future appear.
There are no past, present, and future anyplace else outside of the bodhi tree.    When one com-
pletely grasps the bodhi tree, then the bodhi tree disappears as an object for one, and the worlds
of past, present, and future also disappear.    When Rinzai says in the text, “You will be able to
supernaturally transform your self in the three realms,” these three realms are of course past
present and future, and what he means is that with complete freedom you will be able to melt
into the three realms and manifest the condition where you are not making an object of the three
realms, and also completely freely manifest a self which looks upon the worlds of past, present,
and future.    This kind of self will freely be able to give rise to the worlds of past, present, and
future, make them appear, and also freely be able to make them disappear.    That’s what Rinzai
means by, “supernaturally transform your self in the three realms.”    If one is attached to one’s I
am self, if one is attached to the material world then there’s no possible way that one can do this
activity of supernatural transformation.    There’s no way one can have the wisdom which knows
about this activity.

What you have to do here is be able to really manifest the kind of wisdom that can grasp
that in the condition of the origin there was no will, but when the present moment appeared, that
is when willful action appears.    Why does consciousness, why does will appear?    What kind of
a world was it that didn’t have any consciousness, and didn’t have any will.    That’s the kind of
wisdom that you have to be able to manifest.    The reason why Rinzai is giving this example here
is to inform everybody about what I always talk about, about in what way the self appears, in
what way consciousness and will, and in what way the self disappears.

And as I always say the world of substance is the incomplete world.    The world where
the activities of past and future are incompletely made content.    When the self makes plus and
minus, past and future completely its content, then the material world disappears, then the world
of prajna, the world of perfect wisdom appears.    When, however, plus and minus have mani-
fested themselves in an incomplete way, in a particular way, that is already the world of matter.
If one attaches to one’s I am self, then the kind of wisdom which really understands what the ma-
terial world is, and what this non-material world is, the world of no rupa, the world of no form,
the spiritual, although the word “spiritual” is not a very clear word we can call it the spiritual
world, this kind of wisdom wont come up for you if you attach to your I am self.

All existent things, all selves have the activity of the present as their content.    And this
present makes all of past and all of future its content then it appears as the complete present.
That is the world which is no longer the material world.    So now I’m pretty sure that you under-
stand clearly what the difference is between material world and non-material world.
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But in the case when this self which is incomplete, which is manifesting itself as the
present moment is in existence, then always the situation is changing, always this self has to
manifest    itself with a strong will (Omission:    the whole thing should read more like, “But the
incomplete self which is manifesting itself as the present moment is always transforming, always
changing, always doing the function of to, as it says in the text, “change your bodily form at
will.”    This function of knowing and will always is manifesting within a changing condition.”)
But when one attaches to one’s I am self then one is not able to change, is not able to transform.
The kind of consciousness which is able to run along with the dog, or fly in heaven along with
the bird can’t function.    In the text it says to “change one’s bodily form at will.”    This is what
I’m talking about, this kind of transformation is what I’m talking about and it’s a very difficult
thing.    

You can’t even fixate, you can’t even stop for one second, for one fraction of one second.
The water you have just drunk has already become your blood.    In that way without fixating to
one’s I am self you are always transforming yourself.    So now you can see how weird it is, how
absolutely strange it is that human beings do this activity of fixating themselves.    So you have to
really understand what Rinzai is saying here when he says, “change one’s bodily form at will,”
he’s saying that we are already doing this activity of changing.    Because we are doing this activ-
ity of changing that is why we have this delight in...to rejoice in samadhi or rejoice in dharma
and delight in samadhi.    (ADD: “It means we are always manifesting a new self.”)    And there is
nothing special about it.    The light of your body will radiate of itself, will shine forth of itself,
there’s nothing special.    That is just the product of your changing, (ADD: “of you manifesting a
new self.”)    And if you’ve experienced it for yourself then anyone can say, “Yes, that’s how it
is.”    

And then it says in the text, “At the thought of garments a thousand brocades appear.”
We can’t go around naked an we?    When we’re working we need to wear something, at least an
undershirt or some underpants.    When you’re working you have underpants on, don’t you?    Or
you just wear something that happens to be clean.    You don’t have to wear some beautiful kind
of kimono with a beautiful picture painted on it.    When you’re working you just wear something
that’s made for working and then you can enjoy your work.    If you wore some sort of formal
robe then there’s no way you could actually work.    There’s nothing mysterious or strange about
it when you work you have working clothes, you have traveling clothes, you have formal clothes
for ceremonies, and you have clothes to wear when you are in your room.    What if there’s some
workers and then this very gentlemanly person appears among the workers with some fancy
clothes on.    It’s not that the people working will be jealous of that person, in fact they’ll just
think that he’s really stupid.    It’s the same thing if you are some people doing work and some
beautiful woman walks by with some fancy clothes on, you wont be jealous of her, you’ll just
think, “how boring.”    There’s nothing amazing about it at all.

And then it says, “at the thought of food a hundred delicacies are before you.”    Espe-
cially if you’re drinking if you barbecue up the head of a snake or the head of a mouse it’s fine,
quite delicious.    You don’t need any kind of fancy food.    Because Rinzai might of had to eat
these things himself and suffer through this that’s maybe why he’s giving you this example here.

And then he says, And furthermore you will have no unusual illness,” this means that you
don’t have to suffer through the swings of happiness and sadness.    So yesterday I started speak-
ing about this example of the bodhi tree and I hope today you have really understood it.

I don’t know, I think it’s Mumonkan four or five, that is the case where the bodhi tree is
brought up, and you should understand there is only one single bodhi tree that everybody is liv-
ing within.    And what Kyogen osho was telling you is that this bodhi tree is your one and only
lover.    Because if he said that this great universe was your one and only lover it might be more
difficult for you to understand so he says it’s the bodhi tree that is your one and only lover.    

And Kyogen, just as a metaphor, as an example he says that human existence can be
likened to everyone being dependent upon the bodhi tree.    Everyone depending on the great cos-
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mos.    So when you’ve done some zazen then you’ll get this bodhi tree Kyogen osho koan, and
people who haven’t gotten this koan yet I want you to listen very carefully.

The worlds of past, present, and future have appeared within the body of the bodhi tree.
The present is the self.    The present self is within the body of the bodhi and it grasps the entire
bodhi tree, it grasps everything.    When you were born what condition was it that you were born
into?    The condition of birth is exactly like you have suddenly appeared hanging by your teeth,
by your mouth from the branch of the bodhi tree like Kyogen osho tells it.    Because you can
completely grasp the bodhi tree you don’t need to use your hands.    Because you are hanging
completely using, completely biting into the branch of the bodhi tree with your mouth,  (ADD:
“completely possessing your mouth,”) you don’t need to use your mouth.    And because your
legs are already completely grasping the bodhi tree you don’t have to worry about whether your
legs are touching the ground or not touching the ground.

As Kyogen osho says the condition of birth is exactly like hanging from this tree, not
needing to use one’s arms or one’s legs or one’s mouth.    But for a present self which makes ob-
jects of past, present, and future, for that kind of self this condition is a very dangerous condition.
For the person who is actually climbing the tree it doesn’t seem dangerous to that person.    For
the person totally biting into the tree, he’s not thinking about danger or not, but for the person
looking at that person from the ground, from that perspective it looks dangerous.    That’s the dif-
ference between the person who is completely one with the bodhi tree, that sees the bodhi tree as
him or her self, and the person who is making an object of the bodhi tree.

For someone who recognizes the bodhi tree as their home, as their world, then they are
completely free, like a monkey hanging by their mouth, hanging by their arms, jumping from
branch to branch.    The monkey isn’t thinking it’s dangerous, it’s just enjoying itself.    But the
human beings looking from the ground think, “Wow, what a dangerous existence monkeys seem
to have.”

There’s a practitioner who is like a monkey making the bodhi tree his home, making the
bodhi tree his world, and then he or she is asked by somebody on the ground, “What about the
meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west?    What about the cardinal principle of Bud-
dhism?    What about manifesting true love?    What about manifesting one true nature?”    So how
do you answer?      What would be a  good response?      So Kyogen said,  “Wouldn’t  it  be just
enough to just keep on grasping the branch with your teeth and go ‘errrrr’”    But the people on
the ground will say, “That looks dangerous!    Isn’t that dangerous?”    So then the monkey will
jump to another branch and looking down at the human beings will, resting comfortably this time
at the branch, show them what a safe condition it really is in. 

This monkey which is the practitioner, the Zen student, who is jumping all around this
tree, how can he manifest, how can he show, demonstrate, true love to the people on the ground.
Without the questioner and the person being questioned becoming one then it will not become a
true answer, a true response, it wont become the true manifestation of one true nature.    When he
says, “furthermore you will have no unusual illness,” it means not being caught up with being
hidden or not being hidden, with living or dying, how do you manifest the condition of zero?    I
really wanted to get to the very end of this part in the text today but I couldn't, and I’ve already
gone over the time so we should end.
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